September 2019

In Case You Missed It...

September is a huge month for us at K9s For Warriors. It recognizes two core parts of our mission: Service Dog Awareness and Suicide Prevention. For Service Dog Awareness Month, we set up a quiz to test our followers' knowledge about what a K9s For Warriors Service Dog truly is. Did you take it? It's still open if you want to test your Service Dog smarts! You can do so and find out how everyone else did at our blog.
September also is a month where our nation draws more recognition to suicide prevention efforts and encourages candid conversation about this quiet epidemic. We posted a video with commentary from our own program graduates - who are now our warrior trainers - about how they were saved and found a new hope for life. You can watch it on our YouTube channel.
September Class Update

As we've done in years past, on 9/11 we hosted a remembrance ceremony to honor those who lost their lives as well as those who have fought for our freedom since. September's class joined us around the flagpole at Camp K9 as we put the flags at half-mast, held a moment of silence and played Taps.